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Overview of the
tech/solution

This is a monitoring technology for grasping transport amount of floating debris (riverine debris) on
riverine surface. This can be basic information to make measures against sources of marine debris. This
technology can distinguish various natural debris (grass, driftwood, etc.) and anthropogenic debris
(plastics, empty cans, etc.) within given accuracy.
Data required for analysis is imaged data of riverine surface with a camcorder. "Direct collecting
samples" is a conventional way for riverine debris monitoring but has some issues such as its safety,
workload and difficulty of grasping detailed actual conditions. RIAD system is a solution for these issues.

Considering
development

Consider if requested No plan to develop No plan to develop

Discription of the
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Which problem can the
tech/solution solve?

Traffic/Mobility × Energy ×

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries × Environment 〇
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Technology
/

Solution

Tech/Solution Name River Image Analysis for Debris transport (RIAD) system for Riverine Debris Monitoring

Which field does the
tech/solution contribute to? Smart City

"Quality Infrastructure"

Which category can the
tech/solution be applied
to?

Road/Bridge × Port ×

河川、環境

Airport ×

Water and Sewage ×
Power generation
/Energy
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Company Name Yachiyo Engineering Co., Ltd. Design / Consulting

Website https://www.yachiyo-eng.co.jp/e/
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Case Study

Country Japan

City Tokyo

Project name Monitoring survey on riverine debris flowed from major rivers in Tokyo to Tokyo Bay

Project Overview

Surveys that has been conducted by Tokyo Metropolitan Government reveal that much of marine debris
are daily garbage (originated from land). On the other hand, the amount and composition of riverine debris
flowed from major rivers in Tokyo to Tokyo Bay are still unclear.
In this project, 2 rivers in Tokyo were targeted and imaging riverine surface was done with a camcorder
during overflow. With the imaging analysis, monitoring survey on transport amount of riverine debris and
analysis survey on composition of micro-plastics were carried out.
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